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What’s New? 
 

Listening to our stakeholders 
CARE’s own accountability is getting central stage. Part of the new CARE Accountability 
Framework (AF) is a commitment to get our impact groups (constituents) to score our 
performance.  In Bangladesh, Ghana, Nepal, Tanzania and Zambia we are currently working 
in collaboration with Keystone Accountability to experiment with a new feedback 
mechanism called Constituent Voice (CV). The aim of the CV model is to make feedback from 
impact populations and partners routine and as easy to use as possible. So far in the pilot, 
we have generated data from partners working with CARE and are currently using it in 
improving the quality of program delivery and improving relationship between CARE and its 
partners across the five pilot countries. 
 

 

 
We will be publishing an insight report on this CV pilot in summer – so watch this space!   
 

How are we measuring impact of complex changes?  

http://www.care-international.org/files/files/CARE%20International%20Accountability%20Framework.pdf
http://www.care-international.org/files/files/CARE%20International%20Accountability%20Framework.pdf
http://keystoneaccountability.org/analysis-constituency/


 
 

With support from the CARE UK Halcrow Investment Fund, CARE is experimenting with 
various theory-based methodologies to better understand how we are influencing more 
complex change processes. For example, in Ghana and Bangladesh, CARE is working in 
partnership with Pamoja Evaluation Services to pilot contribution tracing, which combines 
process tracing and Bayesian updating to rigorously test claims around our influence. 
 

Training of CARE staff and partners on contribution tracing began in early 2017 in Ghana and 
Bangladesh to build their capacity in the new methods being employed. The videos below 
capture participants’ reactions and learning from the workshops.  
 
For more information about the approach and CARE’s engagement so far, take a look at 
Tom Aston’s latest blog, the contribution tracing wiki page and these pictures. If you are 
really keen and want to dive even deeper into the mechanics of the approach, check out this 
paper written by Barbara Befani and Gavin Stedman-Bryce.  
 

 

 
 
 

What’s going on around the IG Network? 
 

Top 5 lessons on Inclusive Governance  
Take a look at this brand new 3-page document summarising top learning from CARE’s 
Inclusive Governance programming.   The purpose of this document is to enable more 
consistent application of our "best" thinking and learning across our IG programming, 

https://www.pamoja.uk.com/news-central/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/contribution-tracing-brand-new-evaluation-approach-prove-brown
http://insights.careinternational.org.uk/development-blog/governance/capturing-complex-change-is-it-really-all-about-confidence
http://governance.care2share.wikispaces.net/Contribution+Tracing
https://www.pamoja.uk.com/halcrow-gallery
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1356389016654584
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1356389016654584
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2_cgnW8Pu0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2_cgnW8Pu0
http://governance.care2share.wikispaces.net/Top+Learning+-+IG+Programming
http://governance.care2share.wikispaces.net/Top+Learning+-+IG+Programming


particularly in new designs.  It includes five key recommendations for how to have more 
effective IG programs at scale: 
 

1. Effective use of power analysis: Politically-smart context analysis needs to be used 
in a smart way for it to be useful. The wealth of information generated from political 
economy and conflict analyses needs to link explicitly to a theory of change. The 
process works best if analysis takes place at local levels and in a participatory way.  

2. Thinking and working politically at multiple levels: We should find the appropriate 
mix of “bottom up” and “top down” strategies. We need to both strengthen citizens’ 
voice and work with power-holders to make them more inclusive. We need to go 
from working “tactically”, using off-the-shelf tools and pre-made models, to 
“strategically” embedding our action into the existing context.  

3. Vertical Integration- from local to national impact: Social accountability tools like 
CSC are good at supporting communities to address problems that can be resolved 
locally, but tend to get stuck in this “lower accountability trap”. More systemic issues 
(e.g. budget or staff allocations), need to go beyond the community level and use 
evidence generated to link community action to sub-national and national policy and 
budget influencing, engaging a broader range of stakeholders.    

4. Actively supporting women to influence public and potential decision-making: 
Women face different barriers to participation in public and political decision-making 
processes and actual influence within them. Programme design must take account of 
both to increase women’s power over decisions that affect their lives.  

5. Effective use of ICTs to take citizen’s voice to scale: ICTs can be used to aggregate 
citizen data across districts (horizontal integration), and to support citizen 
mobilisation up to the national level by using the data to influence higher level 
decision-making processes (vertical integration). However, ICTs are not the silver 
bullet and no one makes citizens active by just giving them a mobile phone. ICTs can 
become a multiplier by building upon existing civic action without being extractive. 
 

Please contact Hayley Capp on capp@careinternational.org if you have any comments.  
 

Muhamed Bizimana is moving on, but only to a different 
room… 

Join us in congratulating Muhamed Bizimana (Senior Governance 
Advisor for West and Central Africa) on his new role as Program Quality 
and Strategic Partnership Manager with CARE USA, based in Sierra 
Leone. He will be part of the West Africa Manu River sub-regional team 
and report to Sidibe Ball, the Manu River Regional Director.  
 
Muhamed has been a Governance Advisor for West and Central Africa 

for over 8 years! Muhamed has made an incredible contribution to CARE’s inclusive 
governance work across the IG network and wider confederation. We will miss his wisdom, 
enthusiasm and the way he challenges us. Nevertheless, we are very excited for him in his 
new role. We are currently looking for Muhamed’s replacement and will keep you updated.  
 

Profile: Southern Partners 

http://governance.care2share.wikispaces.net/The+Community+Score+Card+CoP
mailto:capp@careinternational.org


We seek to profile the work of our excellent partnerships across the Confederation, which are 
integral to our support of inclusive governance. Please share any exciting partnerships from your 

own experience. 

 

Roots Bangla has been collaborating with CARE Bangladesh since 2013 as a southern media 
partner. The partnership works to create spaces for the poorest to participate in local 
governance and development processes with the long term goal of improving access to 
improved public services. It takes a local activism approach to participation and 
accountability through supporting citizen journalism. Roots Bangla trains young people in 
citizen’s rights and basic journalism; they publish their untold stories on a web platform and 
organise dialogues around these issues with local administration, development actors, 
political parties, civil society and elected representatives. 
 

 
 

Since 2013, Roots Bangla trained 635 youth in citizen’s rights and basic journalism with 200 
among them receiving advanced training and ten selected for fellowships. Stories written by 
citizens are raising awareness of local public concerns, such as rubbish-strewn rivers, lost 
children and accessibility to schools for children, as well as the demand for increasing 
engagement with local government around these issues.  
 

Reading  
 

Social Accountability from the Trenches: 6 Critical 
Reflections 

Read this highly relevant blog about Social 
Accountability by Gopa Kumar Thampi 
Director, Economic Governance – Sri 
Lanka, The Asia Foundation & Global 
Partnership for Social Accountability 
(GPSA). It explores how, despite there 
being a surge in social accountability 
initiatives across the globe today, some 
notes of caution need to be flagged. 
 

This includes:  
(1) knowing ‘any change without the inconvenience of politics is bound to be short lived‘ 
and so working with politics and programming with sensitivity to political ecologies is 
crucial, i.e. ‘Doing Development Differently’;  

https://deshgori.net/
https://www.thegpsa.org/sa/news/social-accountability-trenches-6-critical-reflections
http://asiafoundation.org/people/gopa-kumar-k-thampi/
http://doingdevelopmentdifferently.com/


(2) there is a ‘tyranny of tools’ whereby projects driven by the novelty of applying tools run 
the risk of undermining sustainable impacts and paving the way for a far more serious 
erosion of trust and acceptance; 
(3) we need to honestly ‘interrogate our understanding of civil society’ and widen our focus 
to bring in new, unseen but genuine champions from the cutting edges; 
(4) there is a case for ‘calibrating social accountability initiatives’ to match state capacity 
(5) we need to ‘rethink evaluations’ and dwell into process indicators that reveal if critical 
pathways and enablers are set in place; 
(6) growing ‘popularity of illiberalism and social polarization’ leads to a need for activities 
that build bridging social capital – locating actions that result in enhanced inter-group 
collaboration.  
 

Events 
 

Have you attended one of the Inclusive Governance 
webinars yet? 
Over the past few months we have held a number of IG webinars, the latest being an IG 
Marker webinar in French on May 3rd.   Please find a recording of the French IG Marker and 
all other IG webinars here.  
 

Coming Soon… 
Watch this space for upcoming dates for the Citizen Charter and Social Audit webinars.   
 

Stay in Touch 
 

Keep up to date with inclusive governance news by following on Twitter @CAREgov. Please 
get in touch if you have any interesting stories or news you’d like featured in the next 
newsletter and please let me know names to be added to the mailing list. Contact Hayley 
Capp: capp@careinternational.org 
 

 

 
 

 
 

http://governance.care2share.wikispaces.net/Governance+Marker
https://twitter.com/CAREgov
mailto:capp@careinternational.org
https://twitter.com/CAREgov
http://governance.care2share.wikispaces.net/

